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Analysis of the Endwinding Cooling Effects
in TEFC Induction Motors
Aldo Boglietti, Senior Member, IEEE, and Andrea Cavagnino, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper deals with the endwinding cooling problems of totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) induction motors. In
order to obtain information about the phenomena involved in the
motor end space, three “ad hoc” prototypes have been build. The
complete test-bench setup, together with the followed test procedures, is reported in detail. The measurement results have shown
that all the motor-part overtemperatures (winding, endwindings,
stator lamination, and external motor frame) decreasing, with the
inner air speed increasing. The measured motor overtemperatures
and losses allow the thermal-resistance identification of a simplified thermal model suitable to describe the thermal behaviors
of the prototypes. By the endwinding-to-motor frame thermal
resistance, the related heat-exchange coefficients have been evaluated as a function of the rotor speed. The proposed procedure
allows separating the forced-convection contribution by the other
thermal-exchange phenomena that occur in the end-space regions.
The obtained heat-transfer coefficients are in agreement with the
results reported in the past literature.
Index Terms—Endwinding cooling, forced-convection heat exchange, thermal analysis, totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) induction motors.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE ENDWINDINGS are typically the hottest points inside a totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) induction motor. A more efficient endwinding cooling allows decreasing the
thermal solicitations of the windings with better reliability of
the motor or, on the other hand, an increase of the produced
steady-state torque with the same imposed overtemperature.
The aluminum die-cast process, typically used for the squirrelcage production, allows producing short-circuit rings with
several wafters, fins, or tips, which create air whirls inside
the motor end-caps. This air movement increases the forcedconvection heat transfer between the endwindings and the motor end-caps. The turbulent airflow inside the end-caps depends
on several factors such as the shape and the length of the stator
endwindings and the shape and number of wafters, fins, and tips
always present on the short-circuit rings [4].
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Fig. 1. Published correlations for the equivalent heat-exchange coefficients in
the end regions for TEFC induction motors.

The heat-transfer phenomena in the end region of TEFC induction motors have been subject of studies by several authors,
which proposed the use of a general formulation for the related
heat-transfer coefficient [1]–[3], [8]–[10], hereafter reported,
where “v” is the inner air speed in meters per second


(1)
h = k1 1 + k2 v k3 .
The related values of K1 , K2 , and K3 are reported in [11].
The inner air speed is the speed of the air in the end-cap
regions when the rotor is running. Due to the endwindings,
end-caps, and short-circuit rings geometry, the selection of a
representative value of the inner air speed is not a simple task,
as discussed in [4]. From the practical point of view, in (1), the
rotor peripheral speed is usually adopted [4].1
Fig. 1 shows the published correlation between the heattransfer coefficients as a function of the inner air speed [5].
As shown in (2), an accurate value of the heat-transfer
coefficient is requested to evaluate the thermal resistance (Rth )
related to the thermal exchanges between a surface (i.e., the
endwinding surface) and the inner air.
Rth =

1
.
hS

(2)

In (2), h is the heat-transfer coefficient measured in Watts
per square meter per degree Celsius, and “S” is the surface
involved by the phenomenon measured in square meters. Due to
1 [Online].
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the geometry of the endwinding and end-caps, the computation
of the surface “S” in not simple.
The problems linked to a correct endwinding-cooling thermal model in electrical machine can be still considered an open
problem. Taking into account the publication years, several
papers are dated, while the processes to build induction motor
are changed with the technological evolution, in particular,
from the winding-insulation point of view.
This means that, for the prototypes under study, a better
insulation thermal conductivity is probable. In addition, it is
also probable that the rotors used in the previous studies should
be wound rotors, without fins and tips that can improve the
inner air ventilation. It is important to highlight that some
papers show just the obtained results without reporting the
methodology used to get them.
It is important to observe that the heat-transfer coefficient
(1) has to be considered as an “equivalent” coefficient because it takes into account all the heat-exchange phenomena
that occur in the end-space region. In particular, (1) includes
the natural-convection and the radiation phenomenon when the
rotor is still, and the natural convection, the radiation, and the
forced-convection phenomenon when the rotor is running. As
proof of this fact, it is possible to observe that the correlations
reported in Fig. 1 do not cross the axis origin when the rotor
is still.
In this paper, three “ad hoc” motor prototypes have been used
to measure the thermal exchange between the stator endwindings and the motor frame. Several tests have been performed,
and the obtained results have led to interesting information
useful for improving the thermal model of the stator endwindings. In particular, the proposed simplified thermal model
allows calculating the involved thermal resistances and the
related heat-transfer coefficients. Finally, on the base of suitable
hypothesis, the forced-convection heat exchanges involved in
the air space inside the motor end caps, when the rotor is in
rotation, have been analyzed.
II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE P ROTOTYPES
The thermal analysis of an electrical motor is a complex
problem where a great number of thermal-exchange phenomena
are involved. In fact, conduction, natural convection, forced
convection, and radiation are all present, with a weight that
depends on the motor cooling system (natural convection, fan
cooling, water cooling, etc.). The most used procedure for
analyzing the electrical-machine thermal behaviors is usually
based on thermal network with lumped parameters. A lot of
paper can be found in the technical literature on this subject
[6]–[8], [11].
Unfortunately, the weak point of this approach is the correct
thermal-resistance computation. In particular, the thermal resistances linked to the forced convection and the radiation heat
exchanges are very difficult to evaluate with an acceptable accuracy. In fact, even if the geometrical quantities are known, the
correct evaluation and choice of the heat-transfer coefficients is
not a simple task, and it requires a good skill to manage these
problems. In order to better identify the phenomena involved in
the endwinding cooling, it is important to define a system where
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TABLE I
MAIN GEOMETRICAL DATA OF THE PROTOTYPES

Fig. 2. Example of the original and “plastic” rotor (MA160 motor) with the
short-circuit ring detail (for all the prototypes, there are 12 fins and tips on
the ring).

only the stator joule losses are active, while the other thermal
sources must not be present. This choice is reasonable for the
following reasons.
1) The endwindings represent the motor parts mainly influenced by the inner air whirls.
2) With sinusoidal supply, the loss-contribution values are
not known with a very good accuracy (the loss separation
is made following international standards).
3) The thermal system is much plain, and a simplified thermal network can be adopted and set up on the base of the
experimental tests [6], [12].
For this reasons, three “ad hoc” prototypes have been built.
The prototypes are base on standard TEFC motors, where the
rotor lamination and rotor squirrel cage has been replace by a
plastic cylinder. In order to keep on the internal ventilation effect, the two end-rings of the original rotors have been fixed on
the two sides of the plastic cylinder. The plastic-rotor diameter
is obviously equal to the original one. The adopted motor code,
together with the main geometrical data of the three prototypes,
is reported in Table I. Just for example, Fig. 2 shows the original
rotor and the “plastic” rotor for the MA160 prototype.
The prototypes are thermally monitored with PT100 sensors.
In particular, three sensors have been positioned inside the
endwindings (one for each phase), and a sensor is positioned
in a hole drilled in the stator lamination. For the MA160
prototype, an additional thermal sensor is positioned inside a
stator slot.
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Fig. 4. Test-bench setup: (right) motor prototype under test and (left) synchronous motor.

As proposed in the study in [12], using a dc supply for
the prototype stator winding, the following test conditions are
obtained:
Fig. 3. Sketch of the end-space regions of the motor prototypes.

Fig. 3 depicts the different extension of the endwindings
in the end-space region. The following aspects have to be
underlined.
1) For the MA112 prototype, the shaft-side endwinding
[Fig. 3(a)] has the same geometrical shape of the coolingfan-side one [Fig. 3(b)], but in the shaft side, the endwinding is in contact with the external frame by an insulation
cap of 1-mm thickness [shown in black in Fig. 3(a)]. This
means that there is a conduction thermal path between the
shaft-side endwinding and the motor frame. In addition,
Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows that the two endwindings are
inside the end-cap space.
2) For the MA132 prototype, the two endwindings (shaft
side and cooling fan side) are symmetrical, and their
geometry is sketched in Fig. 3(b). In addition, for this
motor, the endwindings get in inside the end caps.
3) For the MA160 prototype, the two endwindings are symmetrical [Fig. 3(c)], and they do not get in inside the endcap regions.
For the three prototypes under study, the shape and number
of fins and tips present on the short-circuit rings are equal, and
the endwinding geometries are quite similar. Table I shows that
the ratio between the endwindings length and the average coil
length is different. On the base of all previous considerations, it
is reasonable to conclude that the inner ventilation effects could
be different for the three prototypes.

III. E XPERIMENTAL T EST P ROCEDURES
The prototype has been mechanically connected to a synchronous motor that puts in rotation the plastic rotor (Fig. 4).
The synchronous motor is driven at variable speed by a threephase sinusoidal static generator that is regulated in frequency
and voltage. In order to avoid forced ventilation on the external
motor frame, the fan of the prototype and the fan of the
synchronous motors have been removed.

1)
2)
3)
4)

stator joule losses active;
iron losses nonactive (stator dc supply);
rotor joule losses nonactive (plastic rotor);
friction losses in the bearing active but negligible with
respect to the stator joule losses;
5) variable rotor-speed condition.
Neglecting the bearing losses, it is well evident that only the
stator winding is active as thermal source. As a consequence,
with respect to a still-rotor condition, temperature variations
of the stator winding when the rotor is running have to be
attributed to the inner forced-ventilation effects.
With the stator winding supplied by a dc current, several tests have been performed with rotor-speed variable for
0–2400 r/min. All the tests have been done with the three motor
phases connected in parallel, and since the forced ventilation
is nonactive on the motor external frame, a reduced dc current
has been used in order to avoid winding damage. In particular,
a constant electric power of 200, 170, and 140 W has been
respectively considered for the MA160, MA132, and MA112
motor prototypes.
For each considered rotor speed and with the prototype in
steady-state thermal condition, the temperatures (by the thermal
sensors), the average external frame temperature (measured on
25 points on the motor-frame surface), the applied dc power,
and the winding resistance have been measured.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. MA160 Motor Prototype
In Fig. 5, the average winding overtemperature (evaluated
by the winding-resistance value) as a function of the rotor
speed is reported. As usual, the overtemperature is evaluated
with respect to the ambient one. In the same figure, the
overtemperature of the stator lamination and the external motor
frame are also shown. With respect to the still-rotor condition,
the overtemperature reduction of each machine parts is well
evident. This reduction is due to the forced-convection thermal
exchange in the inner air when the rotor is rotating. In particular,
it is possible to observe a linear overtemperature decrement
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Fig. 5. MA160 prototype: average stator winding, stator lamination, and
motor external-frame overtemperature versus the rotor speed.

Fig. 7. MA132 prototype: average stator winding, stator lamination, and
motor external-frame overtemperature versus the rotor speed.

Fig. 6. MA160 prototype: overtemperature of different parts of the stator
winding versus the rotor speed.

Fig. 8. MA112 prototype: average stator winding, stator lamination, and
motor external-frame overtemperature versus the rotor speed.

with rotor speed in the range of 0–1000 r/min and a hyperbolic
trend for speed higher than 1000 r/min.
Fig. 6 shows the overtemperature of the stator-winding part
embedded in the slots and the endwinding overtemperature
versus the rotor speed. It is interesting to observe that, when the
rotor speed is zero, the endwinding temperature is higher than
the slot copper one, whereas at high speed, the endwindings
is colder than the slots. This result is reasonable, taking in to
account the ventilation effect, due to the wafters present on the
rotor short-circuit rings.
On the basis of this consideration, it is possible to conclude
that there is a heat transfer between the copper embedded in the
slots and the copper of the endwindings and that the direction
of this heat flux depend by the rotor speed.
It is interesting to observe that the average winding overtemperature evaluated by the data reported in Fig. 6 (taking into
account the endwindings length and the axial length of the
slots) is equal to the overtemperature calculated by the winding
resistance in thermal steady-state conditions. This means that
the temperature measurements provided by the thermal sensors
buried in the winding can be considered accurate.

the whole speed range, the difference between the average
endwinding temperature (measured with the PT100 sensor) and
the average winding temperature (evaluated by the steady-state
winding-resistance value) is lower than 1 ◦ C. As a consequence,
for the endwindings and for copper embedded in the slots, the
same temperature has been considered (equal to the average of
two previous measurements).
The average stator winding, stator lamination, and the external motor frame overtemperatures versus the rotor speed
are reported in Fig. 7. Because the obtained trends for the
different motor-part temperatures are very similar to those
measured for the MA160 (Fig. 5), the same considerations can
be done.

B. MA132 Motor Prototype
For this motor prototype, the thermal sensor in the slot
is not available. The measurements have highlighted that, in

C. MA112 Motor Prototype
For this motor, the measurement results show that the endwinding temperature, and the average winding temperature are
very close in the whole speed range (difference lower than
0.8 ◦ C). In addition, in this case, the endwindings and the
copper in the slot have been considered at the same average
temperature.
The overtemperatures of the different motor parts versus the
rotor speed are reported in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8 shows a different thermal behavior of this prototype
with respect to the other two. For all the MA112 motor parts,
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5) PS : power losses in the winding part inside the slots
(taking into account the actual temperature);
6) PEW : power losses in the endwindings (taking into account the actual temperature).

Fig. 9. Proposed simplified thermal model for the prototype.

a linear temperature decreasing between 0 and 1000 r/min
has been obtained, but for speed higher than 1000 r/min, it
is possible to observe a small temperature increase for the
stator lamination and the motor external frame. In any case, the
winding temperature continues to decrease, also at high speed.
On the base of the considerations reported in the previous
section related to the MA112 prototype [Table I, Fig. 3(a) and
(b)], it is reasonable to conclude that the inner cooling effects
could not be so efficient when the rotor is running at high speed.
In fact, for this motor, the clearance between the endwindings
and the end-caps and between the endwindings and the frame
is quite narrow, and as a consequence, the cooling effect due to
the airflow produced by the fins is reduced.
In addition, it is important to observe that the influence of the
mechanical losses (the only loss term not under control in the
tests) could be not negligible at high speed since the MA112 is
the smallest prototype under study and the dc power injected in
the tests is also the smaller one.
V. S IMPLIFIED T HERMAL M ODEL
Starting from the thermal model proposed in [6], it is possible to define a simplified thermal model, which describes
the thermal behaviors of the motor prototypes under study.
Since the rotors are realized in plastic, the heat flux in the
airgap–rotor-shaft thermal path can be neglected for any rotorspeed condition. Due to the temperature difference between the
endwindings and the copper embedded in the slots measured
in the MA160 motor prototype, a thermal resistance between
these two winding parts has to be considered in the proposed
thermal model.
On the base of these considerations, the thermal network
shown in Fig. 9 has been adopted. The meanings of the parameters are enumerated in the following:
1) R0 : natural-convection thermal resistance between the
external-motor frame and the surrounding ambient;
2) RS−MF : equivalent thermal resistance between the copper embedded in the slots and the motor frame;
3) RS−EW : thermal resistance between the copper inside the
slots and the endwindings;
4) REW−MF : equivalent thermal resistance between the endwinding and the motor frame;

The R0 resistance can be calculated as the temperature
difference between the motor frame and the ambient divided
by the total power loss in the stator winding. The R0 resistance
includes the natural convection and radiation thermal exchange.
As a consequence, even if the main forced convection over the
external frame is not present, this resistance is not constant
because it depends on the actual motor frame and ambient temperature. In addition, due to the shaft rotation, some small and
parasitic external forced ventilation are present. It is interesting
to underline that, with the rotor running at high speed, a most
uniform temperature distribution on the external motor frame
has been measured with respect to a still-rotor condition. It is an
author’s opinion that the internal air whirls contribute to reduce
the temperature spread on the motor-frame surface.
In the proposed thermal model, the RS−MF and RS−EW are
considered constant with reference to the rotor speed. This is
reasonable, taking into account that these thermal resistances
describe the thermal exchange inside massive materials and, in
any case, the motor inner air does not influence their values.
Obviously, the REW−MF thermal resistance depends on the
rotor speed. This resistance can be considered as the parallel of
three thermal resistances, as shown in the circle of Fig. 9.
In particular, it is possible to define the following thermal
resistances:
1) RNC : equivalent natural-convection thermal resistance
between the endwinding and the motor frame (this resistance is the series of two contributions: the thermal
resistance between the endwindings and the inner air and
the thermal resistance between the inner air and the end
caps);
2) RRAD : radiation thermal resistance between the endwindings and the motor frame;
3) REW−IA : forced-convection thermal resistance between
the endwindings and the end-space inner air;
4) RIA−MF : forced-convection thermal resistance between
the inner air and the motor frame.
The REW−IA and RIA−MF resistances have to be considered
infinite when the rotor is still because they are depending on
the inner air whirls. In other words, when the rotor is still, only
the natural convection and the radiation play a consistent role
in the heat exchanges.
In order to identify the model thermal resistances, a multivariable minimization algorithm, available on Microsoft Excel,
has been used. In accordance to a least square method, the algorithm is able to find the values of the RS−EW , REW−MF , and
REW−MF resistances that minimize the differences between the
measured and computed overtemperatures in the whole rotorspeed range.
For the three prototypes, the numerical values of the thermal
resistances are reported in Tables II–IV. In Tables V–VII, the
relative percentage errors of the calculated overtemperatures are
also shown. It is possible to observe that these errors are very
small (lower than 1%).
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MA160 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED THERMAL MODEL RESISTANCES
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TABLE VII
MA112 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED WINDING
TEMPERATURE RELATIVE ERRORS

TABLE VIII
MA132 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED SLOT-TO-ENDWINDING HEAT FLUX

TABLE III
MA132 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED THERMAL MODEL RESISTANCES

TABLE IV
MA112 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED THERMAL MODEL RESISTANCES

TABLE V
MA160 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED WINDING
TEMPERATURE RELATIVE ERRORS

TABLE VI
MA132 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED WINDING
TEMPERATURE RELATIVE ERRORS

For the MA132 and MA112 prototypes, the algorithm enforces at zero the RS−EW thermal resistance. This is correct,
because for these two prototypes, the endwindings are at the
same temperature as of the copper embedded in the slots.
Obviously, this does not mean that the heat flux between these
two winding parts (Tables VIII and IX) is not actually present.
As a general remark, the minimization algorithm convergence depends on the initial choice of the thermal-resistance
values. In particular, a more stable numerical solution has
been obtained constraining the regression line of the forcedconvection heat-transfer coefficient (hForced convection , see
Section VI) to cross the axis origin when the rotor is still. In any
case, the proposed thermal resistances verify all the physical
phenomena observed in the measurements, such as the heat flow
presence between the endwindings and the copper embedded in
the slot (Tables VIII–X).

TABLE IX
MA112 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED SLOT-TO-ENDWINDING HEAT FLUX

TABLE X
MA160 PROTOTYPE: ESTIMATED SLOT-TO-ENDWINDING HEAT FLUX

In this paper, as the first approximation, the RNC and the
RRAD are considered constant with the rotor speed. This hypothesis allows the separation between the forced-convection
contribution and the others. In fact, for any rotor speed (n), it is
possible to evaluate the series of REW−IA and RIA−MF thermal
resistances, as shown in the following expression:

REW−IA + RIA−MF = 1

1
REW−MF

−

1
REW−MF |n=0


.
(3)

The forced-convection thermal resistances are reported in the
last row of Tables II–IV, respectively, for the three prototypes.
From Figs. 10–12, the equivalent thermal resistances between the endwindings and the motor frame (REW−MF ), together with the forced-convection contributions (REW−IA plus
RIA−MF ) versus the rotor speed are shown.
VI. H EAT -T RANSFER C OEFFICIENTS
Starting from the thermal resistances and the involved surfaces, the heat-transfer coefficients can be determined by (2).
The selection of the involved surface values is not a simple
task. In this paper, the surfaces shown in Fig. 13 have been
taken into account. In the first approximation, the endwindings
surface SEW has been evaluated by the following expression:
π
SEW = 2 PEW DEW
2

(4)
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Fig. 13. Surfaces involved in the heat-transfer-coefficient estimation (the
values are referred to the MA160 prototype).

Fig. 10. Endwindings–motor-frame thermal resistances versus the rotor speed
(MA160 motor prototype).

Fig. 14. Estimated heat-transfer coefficients versus the peripheral rotor speed
(sp in meters per second) for the MA160 prototype.

Fig. 11. Endwindings–motor-frame thermal resistances versus the rotor speed
(MA132 motor prototype).

end-cap shape, so this surface has to be measured case by case.
The surfaces reported in Fig. 13 are the surfaces of the two
endwindings and the inner surface of the two end caps.
Assuming that the heat-transfer coefficients between the
endwindings and the inner air and between the inner air and
the end caps are equal, the following equations can be defined:
hEquivalent =
hForcedConvection =

1
REW−MF



1
SEW

+

1
REW−IA + RIA−MF

1



(5)
SEC


1
1
+
.
SEW
SEC
(6)

Fig. 12. Endwindings–motor-frame thermal resistances versus the rotor speed
(MA112 motor prototype).

where PEW is the endwinding perimeter, and DEW is the
endwinding average diameter (Table I).
Since this surface is not smooth (because the windings are
typically constituted by wire), a corrective coefficient of π/2
has been adopted in (4). It is important to underline that, by
the thermal resistance point of view, the two end-space regions
have to be considered in parallel. This fact is taken in account
by the multiplication by two in (4).
For the inner end-cap surface SEC , a general equation cannot
be “a priori” defined because this surface depends on the actual

The hEquivalent heat-transfer coefficient takes into account
all the heat-exchange phenomena that occur in the end-space
regions (natural convection, radiation, and forced convection).
As a consequence, this coefficient can be compared with the
published ones (see Fig. 1).
The hForced Convection coefficient describe only the heat
transfer related to the forced-convection contribution. This coefficient can be computed using the data reported in the last row
of Tables II–IV, with exception of the point at zero rotor speed.
The obtained results are reported from Figs. 14–16 as function of the peripheral rotor speed. In the same figures, the
regression lines of the computed data are also reported. The
agreement between the heat-transfer-coefficient values reported
in Fig. 1 and the estimated hEquivalent ones is good, as shown
in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 15. Estimated heat-transfer coefficients versus the peripheral rotor speed
(sp in meters per second) for the MA132 prototype.

Fig. 16. Estimated heat-transfer coefficients versus the peripheral rotor speed
(sp in meters per second) for the MA112 prototype.

It is interesting to observe that the hForced Convection results equal to zero when the rotor is still because the
forced-convection thermal path is not active in this condition
(see Fig. 9).
VII. F INAL C ONSIDERATIONS
Taking into account the results reported in Figs. 14–16, the
following considerations can be done.
1) In the considered speed range, for each prototype, a linear
dependence of the heat-transfer coefficients versus the
inner air speed has been found.
2) For the MA160 and MA132 motor prototypes, the obtained heat-transfer-coefficient values are comparable.
This means that the inner ventilation play a similar role in
the endwinding cooling, even if the endwinding enlargement in the end-space regions is quite different [Fig. 3(b)
and (c)].
3) For the MA112, a lower influence of the air whirls on
the heat-transfer coefficients has been found. In any case,
when the rotor is still and the inner forced ventilation is
not active, the hEquivalent coefficient confirms the results
obtained for the other two prototypes and the result published in the technical literature (Fig. 1). It is important
to remember that MA112 prototype is the smallest one
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Fig. 17. Comparison between the estimated heat-transfer coefficients with the
published ones. (A) MA160 motor prototype; (C) MA112 motor prototype.

and the endwinding length is greater than the stator-core
length (Table I).
4) In addition, the insulation cylinder mounted under the
shaft-side endwinding [Fig. 3(a)] introduces a not negligible conduction thermal path between the endwindings
and the external case. The simplified prototypes thermal
model takes into account the heat flow in this path as
an equivalent heat flux in the endwindings–slots-motor
frame thermal path. As a consequence, it is reasonable
that, for the MA112 prototypes, the “average effect” of
the inner ventilation at high speed (in other words, the angular coefficient of the regression line hForced convection )
is lower than the MA160 and MA132 prototype.
5) The measurement data highlight that the inner ventilation
is more efficient for a motor with more free space around
the endwindings.
6) Fig. 17 shows a good correlation between the new experimental values and the curves proposed in the technical
literature. Using the obtained results, for motors with
sizes and endwinding geometries similar to the considered prototypes, a forced-convection coefficient can be
computed using
h = 6.22v.

(7)

In order to combine in a single equivalent heatexchange coefficient, both the natural- and forcedconvection phenomena, (7) can be modified. as shown as
follows:
h = 41.4 + 6.22v.

(8)

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the internal air cooling effects on the endwinding temperature have been analyzed using an experimental
approach. Three suitable motor prototypes with a plastic rotor core have been built and tested. The measurement results
have shown that all the motor-part overtemperatures (winding,
endwindings, stator lamination, and external motor frame) decrease, with the inner air speed increase. In particular, for the
stator winding, an overtemperature decreasing up to 15 ◦ C has
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been observed. The authors propose a simplified thermal model
suitable to describe the thermal behaviors of the prototypes.
In this paper, the complete procedure for the model thermalresistance identification is reported in detail. In particular, the
proposed procedure allows separating the forced-convection
contribution by the other thermal-exchange phenomena that
occur in the end-space regions. The obtained heat-transfer
coefficients are in agreement with the results reported in the
past literature. Finally, a critical analysis of the results has been
carried out.
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